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Re�exive Pronouns

Cut the re!exive pronouns below and glue them in the correct boxes to complete

the sentences. 

1) I had to "ll in the application at the job interview.

2) We teach fantastic lessons from our life experiences.

3) Did you make this dress ?

4) Elizabeth is planning to go shopping for furniture .

5) Honesty in is no noble virtue until people practice it.

6) Roger will buy a brand-new phone on his next birthday.

7) Grace drove the car when she went to Melbourne.

8) The students are learning how to solve the problem .

9) I will do all the required work .

10) You should associate with people of knowledge and wisdom.
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myselfherselfhimself

yourselves themselvesitself

myself herself

yourself

ourselves
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Re!exive Pronouns
Cut the re!exive pronouns below and glue them in the correct boxes to complete

the sentences. 

1) I had to "ll in the application at the job interview.myself

2) We teach fantastic lessons from our life experiences.ourselves

3) Did you make this dress ?yourself

4) Elizabeth is planning to go shopping for furniture .herself

5) Honesty in is no noble virtue until people practice it.itself

6) Roger will buy a brand-new phone on his next birthday.himself

7) Grace drove the car when she went to Melbourne.herself

8) The students are learning how to solve the problem .themselves

9) I will do all the required work .myself

10) You should associate with people of knowledge and wisdom.yourselves
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